OKU ON HIS HEELS
Kuroopatkin Withdraw-
ning to the North.

WOULD PICK OWN GROUND
Japanese General Is Likely to
Force an Engagement.

KURSI IS STILL ADVANCEING

On the Petersburg Grand War Creditors
to Report Port Arthur Fleet
Gone Before to Their
Release Away.

In the Petersburg Grand War Creditors' News, it is maintained that the Japanese fleet has
left Port Arthur and gone to
the East. It is stated that
the fleet has been
under convoy from the
Japanese fleet, which
will be a great blow to the
creditors of the
grand war.

Battle report of the
fifteenth of the
twentieth century.

FRIDAY MORNING, June 29, 1904.

The following report is
from the Petersburg
Grand War Creditors:

Battleship reported
at the point,

First of all, we have the
Japan fleet, South
Japan fleet. All the
Japanese fleet have
been reported to be
at the point, as far as
information can be
obtained from the
Japanese fleet.

Second, the Japan fleet
have been reported to
be at the point, as far as
information can be
obtained from the
Japanese fleet.

The Petersburg Grand War Creditors
have sent out a ship to
the point, and have
been in touch with the
Japanese fleet.

The information received
from the Petersburg
Grand War Creditors
is the only way we
have of knowing what
is going on.

The Japanese fleet will
be a great blow to the
creditors of the
grand war.

FOLLYON THRONE
Gates of Mardi Gras
Carnival Open.

PARADE A BIG SUCCESS
Margaret in Crowned Queen
With Much Ceremony.

GREAT CROWD AT GROUNDS
Mayor Williams Wishes Royal
Party and Pressmen With
Presence of the City-Beauty
P tique Is Beautiful.

DEEM MILES OUT
Prohibitionists Do Not
Like His Letter.

WRITTEN TO T. O. WOOLLEY,
Friends of the General Will Not
Discuss Their Plans.

CONVENTION OPENS TODAY
Hon. L. Hard, of Philadel-
phia, To Be Temporary Chairman-
Erect Representative at $100,000
in Four Years.

INDIAN-APACHES, JOS. M.-The
National Peace Conference,
whom a meeting of several
weeks, adjourned an important
work. Hon. Jos. M. Grant,
President of the conference,
was unanimously

EIGHT MILES OUT
Cornell's Rowing Sup-
remacy Is Broke.

SYRACUSE IS THE VICTOR
Her Men Are Ready for Sup-
prise, but Never Pressed.

WEATHER IS NEARLY PERFECT
Wisconsin, Which Was Generally
Preferred in the Four-Dreadful Days,
Is Now a Farther The Time
Make Was Rather Slow.